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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The technique of sewing together different types of natural mate-

rials for body covering was practiced in Biblical times •1 
II and 

the eyes of them both were opened, and they knew that they were naked; 

and they sewed fig leaves together and made themselves aprons" (Genesis 

3: 7). 

For thousands of yeari;i, the only means of sewing two pieces of 

fabric together has been with a needle and thread. Materials used for 

needles~ whether of bone, silver, bronze, steel, or some other metal, 

have all had the same basic design, a hole or eye on one end to hold 

the thread and a sharp point on the other end to pierce the fabric 

(Cooper, 1968, p. 3). 

"In spite of its Old World inception, the successful sewing 

machine can be credited as an American invention" (Cooper, 1968, p. 19). 

Although the first practical sewing machine was made possible through 

the e_fforts of many men, historians generally give full credit to Elias 

Howe, Jr. Howe received a United States patent for his sewing machine 

on September 10, 1846. Howe's machine featured a lockstitch, the 

essential missing feature to a successful sewing machine. The public's 

demand for a more practical home sewing machine prompted Isaac Singer 

to develop and sell the Family Sewing Machine in 1858, which featured 

1 
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the heel-and-toe action treadle {Cooper,.1968, pp. 19,.34).· The sewing 

machine helped women to sew 10 stitches in the time it used to take to 

sew one (Hennessee and Nicholson, 1972, p. 70). 

Since 1846, there has been little advancement in the technique of 

joining two fabrics despite the constant introduction of new models of 

sewing machines. The latest, Singer Corporation's Athena 2000 (R)*, 

is basically a· small computer system which will produce a given sti.tch 

pattern by pressing the designated buttons. Kamat stated (1973, p. 25) 

that even with these advancements, the same interlocking principle of 

stitching with thread is the predominate·means of joining fabric. 

Within the last 20 years, conventional methods of sewing..,-_,.; 

m.echanically or manually--have be.en challenged in some. situations by a 

new technique of joining fabrics ... ..;the fusibles. Heat sensitive mate-

rials are used to join two fabrics through the application of heat and 

pressure.for a specified period of time (Smith, 1969, p. 34}. Using 

these fusibles; the following are three.methods which can be used to 

weld fabric: (1) thermal--electric heat and/or steam; (2) dielec-

tric-~radio frequency energy; and, (3) ultrasonics--high frequency 

sound waves. These methods can completely eliminate the use of thread 

and machine needles in several steps of garment construction. All 

three.methods are being used increasingly by the textile and garment 

Athena 2000(R)_ .. Registered Trademark of Singer Corporation 

*Use of a product or company name does not imply approval or recommen-
dation of this product to the exclusion of others which may also be 
suitable. 
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industries; fusible prodiicts' ·. including interfacings and webs' are 
' ·~ . . . ., ·.. .' 

available to the COilSUliler on the retail .market. 

There are two principal ways in which fusiples are used in garment 

.construc_tion (Textile Bµlletin, . 1968). The first involves .. the insertion · 

of a pure, fusible web, made of polyamide ort>cilyethylene fibers, 

between two layers of fabric and application of one of ·the three methods 

of fusing--thermal, dielectric, or ultrasonics. In the second, a 

fusible fabric, referred. to as the l>ase fabric, is made by printing 

stiia.11 dots of heat sensitive material. This fusible interfacing, termed 

fusible interlining by the. te:ktile and garment iridti.stries; is then 

welded to the face fabric, sometimes. referred to.as the outer.fabi;ic,. 

with one of.the three ·fusing.methods, 
. . 

Before a new sewing product can gain acceptance by- either the 

clothing industry or ._the home sewer,· it must eqqal or excel t:i:'adit~onal 

methods of sewing with respect to appearance, durability, and production 
. . . . ' ' . . 

cost of the tinished garment (Apparel Manufacturing, 1971, p. 30). A 

recent s~u'dy (Paek~· 1972) investigated consumer.complaints against 

"fuSibies and indicated some of .the reasons for.these complaints • 

. Failu.:re to follow nia:nufacturer' s fusing directions or ap. improperly 
. . 

functioning electric iron may have caused poor bondei. Be(!ause fusing 
. : . 

is con~idered perman.ent, some may. hesitate to fuse .a. hem they might wish 
. . . 

to ·alter in the future. Judging from previous experience~; when . 
. . . . 

fusibles were fitstbrotight·on" the retail market, the home sewer may· be 
·. ;_ . . . .. . 

uiiaware of recent improvements in the hand and bond ···strength of. fusible 

interfacing$ and webs. 
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lt was the main objective of this study to compare the holding 

power of thermally fused hems with two conventional methods of thread 

sewn hems. Under this main objective, the following hypotheses were 

formulated in the null form: 

1. There is no difference in holding power between the two hand 

sewn methods.of hemming (the catch stitch and the blind stitch) after 

repeated launderings. 
. ' 

2. There is :no difference in bond strength between the two brands 

of fusible webs after repeated.· launderings. 

3. There is no difference in holding power between the two hand 

sewn methods of hemming and the thermally fused hems. 

a. There is no difference in holding power between the 

catch stitched hems and the hems bonded with Fusible #1. 

b •. There is no difference in holding power between the 

catch stitched hems and the hems bonded with Fusible 112. 

c. There is no difference in holding power between the 

blind stitched hems and the hems fused with Fusible /IL 

d. There is no difference in holding power between the 

blind stitched hems and the hems fused with Fue;ible 112. 



CHAPTER Il . 

. REVIEW OF RELATED LlTERATURE 

Introduction 

The construction of garments by means of joining fabrics with a 

seam.sewn with needle and thread was known as long ago as in Biblical 

times (Genesis 3:7) and only recently has there been advancements in 

joining fabrics beyond this simple sewn seam. The most successful non-

sewn approach has been fusing,- the joining of two fabrics with a heat 

sensitive material through the application of heat and pressure (Smith, 

1969, p. 34). The following three methods areused in fusing to liquify 

this material: (1) thermal (electric heat with or without steam); 

(2) dielectric (radio frequency energy); and, (3) ultrasonics (high 

frequency sound waves). 

There are two principal ways in which fusibles are used 

(Textile Bulletin; 1968, p. 39)• The first involves the insertion of a 

pure, fusible material, fiber w.eb made of a p~lyamide or a polyethylene, 

between two layers of fabric and the application of a hot iron (or other 

energy source). In the second, a fusible fabric is made by printing 

small dots of heat sensitive material onto a. base fabric. In the past 

the heat sensitive material was spread, over the entire base fabric. 
( 

'this newer method of dt>ts produces a softer hand. This fusible fabric 

(interfacing, which is referred to as interlining by the clothing 

5 
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r 
I industry) is also bonded to the race fabric with a hot iron. Temporary 

basting can also be done throughlthe use of water soluble heat sensi-

tive materials which will dissolve after the garment's first laundering. 
I 

Development of Fusibles 

Although a recent innovation in the United States, fusibles have 

been used successfully in England and other European countries for 

several years. It was suggest;ed (De Wolfe, 1968, p. 20) that one 

reason for this head start was that the average garment manufactured 

abroad was heavier and looser-:fitting than its American counterpart, 

allowing the foreign apparel manufacturers to experiment with the early, 

less sophisticated type of fusibles. McLaughlin also stated (1971, 

p. 45) that the slow acceptance of ultrasonic sewing by the United 

States textile and apparel iridustries was due to the requirement of 

large capital investment and,uncertain economic conditions within the 

country. 

England was the pioneer·in the development of the fusible inter-

facing. Sydney Morgan, chairman of the Staflex Group, a British 
I 

I 
clothing company, and his colleagues sought to modernize the clothing 

. ' 
' 
I industry by joint cooperation with the adhesives industry. 

fusible interfacings, develo
1
bed in 1951, were continuously 
I 
I 

The first 

coated with 

a heat sensitive material, wihich produced a "plywood" effect and which 

gave a garment poor hand and drape qualities (Long, 1968, p. 627). 
I . 

Irt 1957, Staflex introduced patented interfacings using sintered 
I 

i 
or granular coatings. The neat sensitive material, in the form of a 

I fine powder, was randomly distributed on the surface of a base fabric 
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to be used in the bond (Smith, 1969, p. 34). This reduced the percent 

of fused areas so the two fabrics were freer to move over each other 

between these fused areas, giving the garment a softer hand. A similar 

application was soon developed by spraying the heat sensitive material 

on the base fabric (Lennox-Kerr, 1969, pp. 77-78)~ 

Further advancements in fusible interfacings, sometimes termed 

the "second generation of fusibles" (Schenck, 1971, p. 43) occurred in 

1964, when the heat sensitive material was printed onto the base fabric 

in precise locations and amounts. This made possible the fully fused 

coat front. As in the sintered or granular fusible, about 17 percent 

of the base fabric's surface area was covered with heat sensitive mate-

rial concentrated only at points of attachment, with free movement of 

fabric between these points. This produced a garment with a soft, 

natural, flexible hand (Lennox-Kerr, 1969, p. 78). 

Lennox-Kerr described (1969, p. 78) another second generation 

fusible interfacing developed in 1966. A pattern of dots made of heat 

sensitive material were prefabricated before being applied to the base 

fabric, making possible the use of a greater variety of heat sensitive 

materials and very fine patterns. There were at least 725,000 dots 

placed per squar.e yard, weighing slightly over one-half ounce (870 ,000 

dots per square meter, weighing 15 grams), with each dot having a mean 

diameter of 0.5 mm., and a mean height of 0.2 mm. Schenck commented 

(1971, p. 43) that printed fusibles cost more than sintered fusibles, 

but can be applied to :t;abrics with a wider range of 'fiber content. 
I 

Although the most common fusible interfacing used in the United 
I 

States is the woven fabric with the heat sensitive material applied in 
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a random spray, it has been reported (Kamat, 1973, p. 25) that the 

trend is toward the dot.or printed fusible fabric which offers a softer 

hand, minimum strike-back (tendency of the heat sensitive material to 

flow through the base fabric) and no strike-through (tendency of the 

heat sensitive material to flow through the face fabric.during fusing). 

Nonwoven interfacing fabrics are available with random spray, dot-

patterned, and fusible web heat sensitive materials. Although the 

fusible web-applied heat sensitive material has less strike-back and 

strike-through, it involves primarily .surface bonding which tends to 

have a lower.bond strength in the fused fabrics. 

There are many fusible interf acings entering the retail market 

treated with po1yamides which can be fused with a shorter dwell time 

(time during which the heat and presi:mre are applied) and at a lower 

fusing temperature. This is due to the lower melt viscosity and/or 

lower melting temperature of these heat sensitive materials (Kamat, 

1973, p. 27). 

The William E. Wright Company in West Warren, Massachusetts, 
. . (R) 

introduced their Iron-On Seam Binding in 1965. This was the 

"hottest notion on the retail market for several years in a row" 

(Home Sewing News, 1976, p. 4). 

Althou~h heat sensitive fibers have been developed in the form of 

a film outside of Japan; it is believed (Japan Textile News, 1969, 

p. 81) that the Tayo Rayon Company, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan, was the first 

Iron-On Seam Binding(R) __ Registered. Trademark of William E. Wright 
·Company 
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to develop heat sensitive materials in the form of a filament yarn. 

1. d (R) h . ' . ·i... ., f 'b . . h ' dh. ' h E er is a eat sensitive synt11etic i er aving a esive strengt 
0 . 0 of 3 gm/denier at a low.melting point of 284 . F. (140 C.) when pressed 

with a hot iron. It was reported (Daily News Record, 1968, p. 18) that 

by August, 1968, the fusible thread was being useci to fuse labels to 

suits, applying approximately 6,000 in a span of eight hours. Three 
(R) 

Elder products (sewing thread, tape, and film) were introduced and 

demonstrated in the United States in September, 1968. These fusible 

products could be used in 25 different parts or processes in tailoring 

suits. 

Several countries are moving toward semi-automated garment con-

struction methods to combat rising labor and material costs (Maker-up, 
. (R) 

1971, p. 233). Staflex developed the Staflex Elder fusible thread 

in late 1970, which completely eliminated blindstitching. Facings and· 

seams of washable fabrics could then be permanently fastened down, 

improving drip dry features, reducing pressing time, and helping to 

keep seams on knitted fabrics flat. The fused garment's appearance 

was enhanced due to the elimination of unwanted stitches· showing on 

the outside of the garment. The William E. Wright Company retailed 

its first self-basting invisible zipper in February, 1975. Early 1976 

the Wright Company introduced (Home Sewing News, 1976, p. 4) for retail 

sale a new self-basting 100 percent polyester knit zipper. This zipper 

had a heat-activated material which allowed the zipper to be pressed 

Elder(R) __ Registered Trademark of Tayo Rayon Company 
. (R) 

Staflex Elder --Registered Trademark of Staflex Group 
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··.into place, elimin,at,i~gthe need for pinning or hand stitching. If . . 

necessary, the zipper could.be 're-positfoned by' reheating the tape on 

the lowest steatii ~~tting., moving the; tape to the de$ir.ed positic>n, and 

pressing itt.'again·. This zipper was advertised as being compatible fo 
. .. ·-. . 

. all modern fabriCs. 

To the list of fusib1es used 1n the British cl,othing industry 

(includ:j_ng fusible. a.trips, ·tape~, and· webs) it was reported (Disher, 

, 1975, p. 27) that :a. n,ew, fusJ'blehasrecently l>~~n introduced, having a 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

clear transparent polyamideheat sensitive mat~rial which is available 

with a silicone paper t~cki~~ · to. fo;ni 'a double si.ded fusible. This 

~equires. the. following ·t;o; he~t prcke~ses: . (i) ·the first to secure the 

strip to one £abric edge; and, (2) after removing the paper backing, to 
. . . . . 

secure the other side of the fusible strip to a second fabric layer. 

The fusible strip 9an b~ applied by a flat iron with either steam cfr . . . . . . . . ,· 

' '•. . . . . 

dryh~at, and will withstahd washing or dry.cleaning~ It is used to 

help a garment k~ep a permanent sharp edge, as in a~skirt'pleat,~while 
. . 

retaining the ~arment's soft hand. 

.. . 

Uses.of.Fu~ibles 

./ 

Fusing and welding technology has been used for many years• Wiener · 
. . . .. ·. . . ·-. 

liated (19~9, P• 86) 246.fused items, including plastic rainwear, seat 
' . . .· . . . ·.· 

upholste~y; brief . cases, and ,~ypewriter· covers. Only 14 of the·:. ?46 

items were articles of :wearirtg appC!:iel, including collars:~ cuffs~ and 

buttonholes in 100 ·percent: synthetic . or ·~. · 65/ 35 blend level of a syn-
. . . . 

thetic with a natural fiber. · Since 1969, tnany more fusible itettis have 

been.added to this list• 

.. ,: 
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Fusible interfacings and webs are available to both the home 

sewer and to apparel manufacturers. "A home sewer who has put hours 

of patient work into a dress isn't about to 'glue up a hem.' But a 

woman who's just bought a dress will be delighted to shorten it with 

an iron and fusible webbing" {Ondovcsik, 1972, p. 28). It has been 

. reported (De Wolfe, 1968; Cusick, 1971) that many apparel manufacturers 

use fusible ;i.nterfacings in a wide variety of garments ranging from 

children's clothing to higher priceq men's wear. Being used wherever 

sewn interfacings have been used in garment construction, fusible 

interfacings are most extensively used as backing in collars, cuffs, 

waistbands, hems, lapels, and coat fronts; they are also widely used 

in double knit fabrics. 

Advantages of Fusibles 

Before a new sewing product will be accepted by consumers and 

manufacturers, it must be used to produce garments whose appearance, 

durability, and hand are as good or better than those previously pro-

duced (Apparel ~anufacturing, 1971, P• 30). Fusing offers many advan-

tages over sewing together two pieces of fabric. Brick suggested 

(1971, p. 11) the stabilizing effect as the major advantage of fusibles. 

Fusing fronts of garments gives a clean, smooth shape, and helps to 

retain this shape when worn (Schenck, 1971). When knits were intro-

duced, there were problems with front edge pucker and dimensional 

stability. Fusibles help eliminate this problem. 

De Wolfe offered (1968, p. 42) the following additional advantages 

of fusibles. They (1) improve the appearance of the finished garment 
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.(no visible thread show~ng), and increase its resiliency; (2) stabilize 

loos~ly-woven fabrics;-(3), permit the use of lighter weiglit and less 
.- . . . ; 

costlyfacefabtics; (4) add body without bulk; (5) help gartitents .to 
. - ,· . . 

hold· their ~hape; and, (6) e11a:ble 100 perceht duplication of· garment • 
' ' 

in size and appearance. 

Although the in.itial ~ost may be liigher than needle arid thread 

·. construction,, fusibles help both consumers and man~factU:rers. to. increase 
. . .. · .; . . .. ,~-

quality of the final garment (Jay, 1971, p. i7). For the apparel. manu..,; 

facturer, · relatively unskilled opera,fo·rs can· be used because of the ease 

with which fusibles can be. handled (Schenck, 1971 ;. p. 43). This 

releases skille~. workers to (lo .other.; work. wi~hirt. the same plant. . It .. 

has been reported (Brick, l971, p. 11) that the Amalgainatecl Clothing.· 
. .' . ·-

Workers of America(A.C.w.A~) placed an industrywide ban on fusibles 
. . . .. . . 

because they believed J:lieit members i jobs wete threatened. By July 

1971, tP,e ban was stillin effect but the A.C.W.A. was permitting the 

·use of fusibles in clothing plants. Fusibles also help to reduce con-

. st:ruction time. '.rhe machine stitching cir . h~nd basting of· .interf acings 

c·an either be eliminated or reduced .. to a ntinillit1m through careful 
' ' 

selectiOn of he.at sensitiv~ ·materials (The Tex:tile Weekly~ i966~ p.493). 

It takes four or five seconds (depending on the types of heat sensitive 

materials) to fuse interfacings to fa~e fabrics. Fout or five :con~ . 
'\ 

sttuctiO~ steps ca~ be eliminated when fusing an inteJ:'facingto a ~~llar 

(Apparel ·Manuf~cturi~g,· 1971, p. 29). 

_,-·. 
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L.imitations of Fusibles 

There are several limitations of fusibles when compared to thread 

sewing. The basic limitation of fusible interfacing fabric is that 
. I 

"a fused garment cannot be undone as a sewn garment for major changes 

or a·lterations" (Kamat, 1973, p•.:·26). Murray gave (1971, p •. 17) the 

following six limitat'ions of fusibles. (1) If a mistake is made in 

fusing it is.very difficult to remove all of the heat sensitive mate-

rial. Because thread stitching is easier to remove, it may be more 

economical in this aspect. If no mistake.s are made in fusing, the 

apparel manufacturer could save ten cents a coat. (2) Since alter-

ations are difficult, fusil:>les would probably not be used on areas of 

the garment needing alterations. (3) Although some heat sensitive 

materials are re-usable, their bonding effectiveness is drastically 

reduced by contaminants, such as dirt, lint, moisture, and oils. 

(4) There may also be a lack of compatability between the face.fabric 

and the heat sensitive material, a problem rarely encountered with 

· thread stitching. (5) Dyestuffs (and heat sensitive fibers) may be 

affected by the high heat required to apply certain types pf heat 

sensitive materials. (6) Fused seams are less flexible, have less 

stretch, and are stiffer than sewn seams. 

Problems with fusibles may occur when the manufacturer's recbm-

mended fusing directions are not followed (Apparel Manufacturing, 1971, 

p. 30). Bubbles may form, causing improper adhesion if the fusible 

interfacing is not absolutely smooth before the bonding cycle begins 

(De Wolfe, 1968, p. 42). Wavy effects on the face fabric may be due 
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to lack of dimensional stability or unequal shrinkage of the base 

fabric of the interfacing and the face fabric, rather than poor 

. adhesion (Schaaf, 1972~ p. 39). 

Components of a Fusible Interfacing 

Kamat defined (1973, p. 25) a fusible interfacing as "a woven or 

nonwoven fabric which has been treated with a thermoplastic polymer. 

This polymer on the fabric is activated at a later date with heat and 

pressure • • . on a fusing press" to obtain a bond with a face fabric 

during garment construction. In 1973, about 15 percent of the inter-

facings used in the United States were fusible, while over 60 percent 

were fusibly applied in Europe. 

Base Fabric 

The two components of a fusible interfacing are the base fabric 

and the heat sensitive material. There are many types of base fabrics, 

including woven, nonwoven, and knitted fabrics. In the Staflex(R) 

range, there have been over 100 varieties of woven fusibles (Lennox-

Kerr, 1969, p. 76). Fibers which are used in woven base fabrics include 

cotton, rayon, wool, hair, and blends of these fibers; nonwoven base 

fabrics use synthetic fibers and viscose rayon (Cusick, 1971, p. 67). 

The following properties of the base fabric should be compatible 

with the face fabric: bulk, weight, resilience, drape, shrinkage, and 

color (Cusick, 1971, p. 67). The base fabric for. a fusible is usually 

of a very soft hand, because after it is fused to the face fabric the 

combined hand of both is firmer than the separate hand of each fabric 
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before fusing (Schenck, . 1971., p. 43). The two• bonded fabrics should 

shrink within·one'-half of one percent of .each other or the bonded· 
' ' 

structure may pucker or curl (Smith, 1969, p. 38). 

Heat Sensitive Material 

· The following is a list and description of the four types of 

heat sensitive materials currently u.sed iri fabric bonding (Bobbin, 

1975, p. 121-122). 

1. Vinyls: polyvi.nylchloride and vinylacetate copolymers are 

used in·applying heat-seal labels. 
0 ' 

They require temperatures of. 425 F • . 

to 450° F. (218° C. to 232° C.}which may scorch. or melt synthetic 

fibers; and; dry cleaning' tends to stiffen and curl the bonded fabric. 

2. Urethanes:. ther~ is. extensive use of polyurethane.--backed 

woven labels in the industrial laundry trade. .Although requiring a 
I 

large amount of heat e1.nd pressure, heat-sealed :Lal>els have a higher 

degree of shape retention.than labels which have been. sewn. 

3. Polyesters: melting point.is lower than vinyls, but higher 

than most polyamides. A thin layer has very high peel strength(force 

registered in pounds per linear inch ne.eded to separate two bonded 

fabrics}. 

4. Nylons: polyamide is available in web. form and powders, and 

has a low melting point. Due to its stiffness property, it is often 

made into the web form which has a lower peel str'ength due to the 

reduced.amount of heat sensitive material per unit area. Kamat listed 

(1973, p. 27) the following additional properties of fµsible polyamides 
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(copolymer, Terpolymers, orPlasticizedPolyamides):· 

a. melting range: 194° F. to 248° F. (90° C. to 120° C.); 

b. melting viscosity (flow property when melted): low to 
medium; 

c. fusing temperature: steam and/or 266° F. to 320° F. 
(130° C. to 160° C.); 

d. fastness to washing: good; 

e. fastness to dry cleaning: very good. 

The size of the heat sensitive particles affects the hand of the 

fused fabrics. Generally, the larger the particle and the more compact 

their arrangement; the firmer the final hand (Lennox:-Kerr, 1969, 

. PP• 78-79). 

The texture (type of weave), fiber content, fabric weight, and 

finishing treatments of the face fabric must be cons.idered in selecting 

an appropriate fusible interfacing. (Schaaf, 1972, p. 39). A fusible · 

with large heat sensitive dot.s may show through a thin, lightweight 

fabric and give it an unnaturally stiff hand. Smith cautioned (1969, 

p. 38) against the stereotyping of heat sensitive materials. He illus-

trated this point by considering the polyethylene heat sensitive fibers, 

which some people stereotype as having limited drycleanability,although 

some heat sensitive fibers in this group.have excellentdrycleanability 

properties. 

Fusi,ng Variables 

"Fusing is a precise ~echnique" (Aass, Clay, ari.d Morrison, 1974, 

p. 96) which depends on the interrelationsips between the major 
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fusing variables: (1) length of fusing time; (2) temperature of the 

flat or steam iron; and, (3) pressure on the fabrics, as well as some 

33 other variables (Smith, 1969, p. 36; Smith, 1969, p. 43). 

Time 

Time refers to the amount of time during which heat and pressure 

are applied to .the fabrics. being fused. Sufficient time is needed to 

allow the energy to travel through the fabric to the heat sensitive 

material. The time should be held constant, with variations of only 

± 1.5 seconds (Aass et al., 1974, p~ 94). Excess time may cause 

migration of the heat sensitive material away from the bonded surf ace 

of the two fabrics. This depends on two variables: absorbence of the 

fabrics, and tendency of.the heat sensitive material to wick into the 

fabrics (Smith, 1969, p. 36). This would seem to indicate that natural 

fibers, being more absorbent than man-made fibers, would require less 

fusing time. Time is also needed at .the end of the fusing cycle for 

the bond to cool and to set. Because some heat sensitive materials 

undergo a.crystallization process, the fused garment.should cool several 

hours at room temperature to develop maximum bond strength and 

durability. "In such cases, peel, washing; and especially dry cleaning 

tests should not be conducted £or several days" (Smith, 1969, p. 47). 

Temperature 

The purpose of heat is to liquify the heat sensitive mater:i.al by 

"increasing its viscosity and allowing (this material) to seep into 

the face fabric and backing" (Aass et al., 1974, p. 96). lleat is the 
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most critical of the major fusing variables to controL Cusick con-

sidered (1971·, p. 68) the final glue line temperature the most 

important factor in fusing, with the optimum temperature being the 

lowest temperature that will ensure an adequ?te bond.· Disher defined 

(1969, p. 25) glue line as the temperature at whkh the heat sensitive 
' 

material melts to the correct fluidity for fusing with that specific 

fusible material. Acco'.rd:fog to a recent article (Aass et al., 1974, 

p. 96) the range for glue .lines is from 208° F. to 365° F. (98° C. to 

185° C.), depending on the manufacturer's recommendations. The type 

of heat sensitive material is the main determinant as to the temperature 

at which a fusible interfacing should be fused to a face fabric• 

Cusick stated (1971, p. 68) that there are many who support the 

.theory that the heat sensitive material will flow toward the source of 

. heat. The conventional method of fusing is to apply the heat on the 

interfacing, rather. than the face fabric. Strike-through occurs when 

too much heat causes the heat sensitive material to appear on the face 

fabric surface·of the laminate (bonded structure); and, strike-back 

occurs when the heat sensitive material appears on theirtterfacing 

surface. Excess heat deteriorates the adhesive, ·reducing its bond 

stren,gth (Ma.nufacturing Clothier, 1969, p. '98). 

Steam acts as a plasticiser, helping to lower the fusing temper-. 

ature of some heat sens;i.tive materials. If free steam is used in 

fusing polyamides and cellulose acetate, a lower temperature can be 

used; this is he;lpful when working with heat sensitive fabrics. When 
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using a flat iron, a higher temperature ::i.s used for an additional two 

or three seconds (Disher, 1969, p. 25). 

Thick, heavy fabrics require either higher temperatures or longer 

fusing times than do lighter weight fabrics (Smith, 1969, p. 36). Due 

to the fact that porous face fabrics and base fabrics involve the 

insulating effect, there is a larger difference in the temperature of 

the flat iron and the bonding area which may require a few additional 

seconds to reach the desired glue line temperature (Schaaf, 1972, 

p. 39)• 

Pressure 

Pressure is a less cr1itical variable than either time or temper-

· ature, depending on the type of face fabric used (Aass et al., 1974, 

p. 9.5). Presstire is needed to force penetration of the heat sensit:i,ve 

mater1al a limited depth into both fabrics to be bonded (Smith, 1969, 

p. 36). 

There are two types of pressµre involved in the fusing process. 

Head pressure is the force exerted by a heat press or iron (either flat 

or steam) on the fabrics to be fused. Fusing point pressure is "the 

most important of all pressures as it compresses the fusible and fabric 

together during the critical glue line peribd, forcing the glue into , 

the face and backing (base) fabrics" (Aass et al., 1974, p. 95). 

There is much controversy concerning the e;i:act required head pressure 

for the desired result. "The texture of the base fabric is important, 

with greater tolerances allowed for knits or lo:fted fabrics than for 

wovens" (Aass et a:i.., 1974, p. 95). 

\i11 
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Recent research (Asquith, Bell, Gardner, and McNally, 1975) in 

England has shoW11 that there is an optimum pressure at which maximum 

contact area and penetration of the heat sensitive material into the 

fibers is achieved. Additional pressure beyond the optimum pressure 

results in decreased bond strength. 

Other English research (Manufacturing Clothier, 1969) tested the 

bond strength of fusible interfacing on mohair and 14-ounce worsted 

woolen fabric. This research suggested that poor or weak bonding may 

be due to the following three pressure conditions: 

1. excess pressure which thins the glue line, causing strike-

back and resulting in a weak bond and poor hand; 

2. uneven pressure (such as an uneven pressing surface) and 

temperature which cause spot bonding; and, 

3. insufficient pressure to force the heat sensitive material 

into the face fabric. 

There are many other fusing variables that must also be considered. 

One article (Kamat, 1973, p. 27) l.isted several fusing variables con-

cerning the heat sensitive'material, base fabric, and the face fabric. 

Also, the condition of the workroom should be noted; for example, a 

draft could lower the pressing equipment's temperature, and presence 

of oil or dirt could reduce.the fusible's bond strength (Murray, 1971, 

p. 17). 

Maximum bonding of the dots made of heat sensitive material occurs 

when only the surface of the dots penetrates the face fabric. With 

proper bonding; both the interfacing and the face fabric should be 
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dimensionally stable and wrinkle resistant after several launderings 

and/or drycleanings {Schaaf, 1972, pp• 34, 39). · 

It is important to follow the·manufacturer's recommendations, 

because differing amounts pf heat sensitive materials may require 

variations in time, pressure, or heat (Aass et al.·, 1974, p. 95}. 
. . 

Then there should be experimentation to specify the fu~ing variables. 

·.· 'iThere. is no substitution foi experimentation and experience" (Smith, 

19.69, p. 38). Several studies (Manufacturing Clothier, 1969; Smith, 
. . . 

1969; Paek, 1972; Schaa~, 1:972; Asquith et al., 1975) have .shown the 

effect cm> bond strength .when varying time, temperature, ·and. pressure. 

·Fusing Equipment 

Fusing equipment ranges in price from the inexpensive hpusehold 

iron to the industrial fusing presses priced over 30,000 dollars. 

Although both have limitations, each will perform equally well (Aass 

et al. , 1974).. 
' ' . . . . 

To insure desired heat and steam, fusing equipment niust be checked 
' . . 

and maintained (De Wolfe, 1968, p. 42). Placing a thermocouple between 

the· two fabrics to be bonded guarantees exc.ellent temperature controJ, 

(Schaaf, 1972, p. 39}. The thermocouple should be used before fusing 

the specimens, and then used periodically to keep the temperature within 

a given range (Aass et al., 1974, p. 95). 

~ Laundering 

"Initial bond strength alone should' not be used ·as a cri.terion of ' . . 

fusing performance in a fused garment'' (Kamat, 1973, p. 28)• Before 
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evaluation of bond strength, I<amat suggested (1973, p. 27)· that the 

fused specimen be subjected to tests simulating wear of. the garment. 

One researcher (Paek, 1972) found the laundering test to be a satis-

factory indicator of wear performance in regard to bond durability, 

fabric appearance, and dimensional stability. In.this study the bond 

strength was determined initially and after 15 launderings. Due to 

the fact that some heat sensitive materials undergo a crystallization 

process after fusing which requires several hours for the bond t.o set 

and to develop maximum strength and durability, "washing • tests 

should not be conducted for several days" (Smith, 1969, p~ 47). 

Measurement of Bond Strength 

Bond strength (the.amount of linear force in pounds needed .to 

s.eparate two bonded fabrics). can be mechanically measured on a tensile 

strength tester with a linear force of four to eight inches per minute 

(Schaaf, 1972; P• 39). Schaaf stated (1972, p. 39) that for satis..,. 

factory wash-and~wear properties; a garment needs a peel strength of·. 

h764 pounds per inch (800 gm./25 mm.). Jay recommended (1971, P• 34) 

the following bond strengths: two pounds per.lineal inch for.syn-

thetics and blend fabrics,' and one pound per lineal inch.for all 

wool/worsted fabrics. Cusick suggested (1971; p. 67) that an adequate 

bond strength would .be 1.25 pounds per inch. Therefore, an adequate 

bond strength would be in the range. of· L 625 ± • 37 5 pounds per inch, 

or from 1.25 pounds to 2.0 pounds per inch. 
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.. ·... . ·' . 
' ' ' . . 

. Fiisi~g Methods 

. From the time fusibles .were i"Qtroduced it} 1951, the method commonly 

used to melt the h~at sensitive material has been· through the appli"". _·. 

cation of thermal energy. During the early part.of the l960's, two 

new fusing methods were developed; dielectric and ul.trasonics. These 

latter two fusing methods :are used almost exclusively in the apparel 

industry rather than by° th.e hpme sewer due to '!;:he equipment cost 

·(McLaughlin, 1971, p. 45).: The only difference between these three 

methods is the .way in which the heat. sensitiv_e material ·becomes heated 

(SJ11ith, 1969, P• 47). 
. . . . ' . . 

In dielectr;l,c welding. the heat sensitive material is heated by.· · 
. - . . 

apsorptfon of radio frequericy energy (Smith,' 1969, p~, 47). The 11cold'' 
. . . . . . 

radio frequency process. is, more-accurate-and reliable.thanan'electric 
· ... 

heat press CBd,tish ·Clothing ~anufacturer; 1969, p. 48 ).. The fused 

product is softer, d'oes·: not discolor, and the curl line fcillOws that 

o-f the body line, rather than curli1;1g away from it. 

The dielectric method is described (British Cl,oth;lng .Manufacturer; 
'• . . 

1969; PP• 48--49) ·as being very simple. A ~trip electrode is, applied to 
. . : . 

the face fabr,ic for les.s than· two seco11ds, producing a bond which, whep. 

tested, lasted longer than the face fabric. Training of urtskilied 
.. · ... 

~pet'ators, whii;h once te>ok at least three months, can now b~complet~d 

_in two days due to simplification o.f the equipm~nt ,a11d it~ operation.: 
. ' .. 

A single electrode. is · applieci to the garment,. elirii.inating niachine 
·. ~ . . . . . 

thread sewin&· Twenty mimit_es of .machine time is reduced to five 

minutes. Curved seams are wel~ed with a curved electrode_. , An .... · 
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electrode with a serrated edge gives the illusion of a stitched seam, 

and also adds to its flexibility. 

The first mention of ultrasonics was in a 1964 British journal 

article (The Hosiery Trade Journal, 1964, p. 84) which described ultra-

sonic seam bonding as intense high frequency (sound) vibrations applied 

to the fabrics. After reaching precipitation temperatures, the fabrics 

are bonded by interweaving or interlocking into each other. 

The best application of ultrasonic sewing is in double knit poly-

ester. It is also used in women's innerwear and men's shirtings. 

Capable of being used on most synthetic fibers, it can also be used to 

sew blends with up to 35 percent natural fibers (McLaughlin, 1971, 

p. 45). 

During the sewing operation, ultrasonic vibrations are used to 

generate localized heat, causing the synthetic fabric piece to vibrate 

against another creating molecular changes which join together the 

fabric pieces. Fabrics can be sewn in a variety of patterns at a rate 

of 50 feet per minute (McLaughlin, 1971, p. 45). 

Although ultrasonic sewing devices are expensive (2,950 dollars), 

their advantages include: elimination of needle and thread usage, less 

machine repair, shorter operator training periods, simplified seam con-

struction, and no seam slippage. There is no problem of color matching 

as there is when thread is used in sewing (McLaughlin, 1971, p. 45). 

Although ultrasonics have many advantages, machine stitching with 

thread has an advantage over ultrasonic methods in construction of 

buttonholes and eyelets (British Clothing Manufacturer, 1969, p. 49). 
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McLaughlin suggested. (1971, p. 45) that ultrasonic sewing was 

slow to gain acceptance by the United States textile and apparel 

industries due to the requirement of.large capital investment and 

uncertain economic conditions in the United States. One company 

utilizing ultrasonics is the Burlington Draperies division of the 

Burlington Industry which uses ultrasonic sewing on electronic equip-

ment to seam· the new Nencus formed fabric (Burlington: A Review, 1973, 

p. 15). De Wolfe has predicted (1968, p. 42) that one day sound waves 

will replace steam and dry heat in the adhesion of fusibles. 

Further Research Needed 

Although much has been written on fusible interfacings, very 

little has been written on fusible webs. No research was found dealing 

with bond durability in garment hems, which indicates a need for 

research in th.is area. For this reason, exploratory research comparing 

the holding po'wer of thermal fusion_with two conventional methods of 

he111¥1ing through repeated launderings was deemed necessary and appro-

priate. 



CHAPTER II I. 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Purpose 

The purpose of this study was to compare the holding power of two 

fusible webs used in hems with two conventional methods of hemming 

:following repeated launderings in a controlled laundry procedure. 

Hypotheses 

The main objective of this study was to compare the holding power 

of thermally fused hems with two conventional methods of thread sewn 

·hems. Under this main objective, the following hypotheses were fornm-

·lated in the null form: 

1. There is no difference in holding power 'between the two hand 

sewn methods of heill111iI1g (the catch stitch and the blind stitch) after 

repeated launderings. 

2. There is no difference in bond strength between the two brands 

of fusible webs after repeated launderings. 

3. ·There is nq difference in holding powerbetween the two hand 

sewn methods of hemming and the thermally fused hems. 

a. Ther¢ is no difference in holding power between the 

catch. stitched hems and the hems bonded with Fusible f/1.· 

26 
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b. There.is no difference in holding power.between the 

catch stit;ched hems and the heins bonded with Fusible 112. 

c. There is no difference in holding power between the 

blind stitched hems and the hems fused with Fusible 111. 

d. There is no difference in holding power between the 

blind stitched hems and the hems fused with Fusible 112 •. 

Assumption 

The controlled laboratory laundering of samples will simulate 

consumer home laundering i,n methods of washing and drying. 

Limitations. 

1. From the vast number of natural and synthetic fibers and 

blends available on the re.tail market, only one selection will be made 

(100 percent polyester double knit.crepe). 

2. Of the variety of fusible web brands available on the retail 

market, only two will be used. 

3. Out of many combinations of wash water and rinse temperatures 

and drying conditions, warm wash, cold rinse, and normal dry will be 

selected. 

4. Of the many models available, only one brand of washer and · 

one brand of dryer will be:used. 

5. The medium to testing will be limited to laundering, excluding 

dry cleaning. 

No attempt will be made to vary laundry procedure which would 
J ·.result in an unmanageable number of variable.s. It is important to 
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remember that the persons to whom this research is directed will have 

little cbntrol.over the temperature and hardness of wash water or the 

model of washing machine and dryer. 

For the purpose of this study, a fusible web will be defined as a 

thin, nonwoven, heat sensitive fabric which is placed between two layers 

of fabric and fused together through the application of heat, steam, 

and pressure provided by a steam iron and a damp pressing cloth. 



CHAPTER IV 

PROCEDURE 

This study compared the holding power, through repeated laun-

derings, of hems constructed with two methods of hand sewing and two 

brands of .fusible: webs on 100 percent polyester double knit crepe. 

Se.lection. of Variables 

Thread 

Thread used for.sewing the conventional hems was 100 percent poly--

.ester which would be compatible with the 100 percent polyester test 

fabric. The thread, which was a three ply yarn consisting of twisted 

staple fibers, was color matched to the test. fabric. 

Fusib.le Webs 

From the wide variety.of fusible webs available in sheet form on 

the retail market, the following two brands were chosen as represen-
. . (R) (R) . 

tative: Stitch Witchery · and Stylus • Both fusible webs were 

polyamides (heat sensitive materials). The limitations of time and 

cost prohibited testing of other available products. These two were 

considered representative of the.fusible webs. 

.• ' (R) 
Stitch Witchery --Registered Trademark of Si:acy Fabric Corporation 

(R) . . . 
Stylus --Registered Trademark of The Armo Company 

29 
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Fabric 

The fabric chosen for the purposes of this investigation· was a 

double knit crepe.· Chemical testing verified the fiber cohtent·as 

being.polyester. Since starch might interfere with bonding, the fabric 

was tested with iodine t:o determine if starch was· present. 'The test 

indicated that there was no starqh present. After one detergent washing 

and two complete rinse cycles, there was no measurable shrinkage or 

weight loss. The fabric ~easured 61.8 inches by 195.7 inches (157 cm. 

by 497 cm.) and weighed 6.7 ounces per square yard (223.8 gm/sq. meter)~ 

Steam Iron 

From a 

the Shot of 

wide variety of steam irons 
. . (R) Steam Self-Cleaning Iron · 

ava~lable on the retail market,. 

was chosen to press a 1-1/z..: 

inch hem on all specimens and .to prepare the fused hem specimens~ 

Washing Machine 
. (R) . .. . . . •· . ..· . ·. The Kenmore washer, model number 70, was considered represen .... 

tative of the numerous washing machine models available·to the consumer. 

Use of this washing machine was also recommended by the .AATCC* Test 

Method 124-1975, entitled Appearance of Durable Press Fabrics after 

Repeated Home Launderings.• 

Shot of Steam Self-Cleaning Iron(R)_'-Registered 'l'rademarkof the Sun-
beam Corporation 

Kenmore(R) __ Registered Tra<iJ.emark of Sears, Roebuck & Co. 

*AATCC--American Association of Textile Chemists and Colorists 
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(R) The Maytag dryer, model number DE806, was considered represen-

tative of the various models of.dryers on the retail market. 

Detergent. 

The AATCC Test Method 1.24-1975 recommended use of the AATCC Stan-

·dard Detergent 
(R) . . 

124 for research purposes. One cup of this detergent 

was used with each laundering. 

Preparation:of Test Equipment and Fabric 

l. The test fabric was preshrunk with detergent irt a full wash 

cycle and two. full rinse ciycles. . There was no shrinkage or . weight 

loss. 

2. There was,pre~testingwith both bra11ds of fusibles to determine 

the steam setting temperature which would. produce afirm bond when being 

steam pressed for 12 seconds. 

3. The temperature. between the hems was recorded cm a digital 

.temperature indicator. using an iron-:constantan thermocouple and checked 

after every 10 specimen ftisings. 

± 46.4° F • .(186 ° G. ± 8 o C.l). 

' .. ·. ·. 0 The temperature recorded. was 366. 8 .. ·• F. · 

. l 

4. the steam iron, filled with distilled water, was weighed to 

deter:mine the amount' of pressure which was applied during fusing. The 

steam producing iron weighed 1788 gm. ± 12 gm. 
' : 

(R) .... 
Maytag.· --Registered Trademark of The Maytag Company 

. (R) . . . . . . AATCC Standard Detergent· l:,24 --Reis1stered Trademark of the AATCG 
·Technical Genter 
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O·· · '.o '·· 
5. The wash .water t;:emperatu~e df laundering: was 11.4 . F. ± 4 . F ~· . . . . 

0 0 - . . .· 0 . d . 
. (45.5 · c.· ± •15.5 C.) and the rinse water temperature was 60 F. ± 4 F •. 
' .·.. 0 .. ,• .c) .. 
(15.s-c. ±-15.5 c.). 

6. The complete wash: cycle was 27 minutes. The tumble dryer was 

timed to ru,n 20 minutes-. 

. ' . 
Preparati01:l of Eva.lu.ation Samples.·.·. 

1. · The· te~t fabric was :·eut into 120 specimens, each measuring 

5-inches by 5-inches, ~fthno specimen cut within 10 percent of the 
. . . 

total width of the fabric frotil either selvage. 

2. All specimens were p.laced . in a container and mixed thoroughly •. 

~ 3. Four groups of.30-specimens each w~re eE!tablishedhy random 

selection. The four groups were coded as. follows: 

A. -- Catch stit.ched hem . 
· B ·-- Running .blind. ·stitched Q.em 
C -- Fusible /fl 
D -- Fusible 112 

4. Specimens in Group D weretna.chine straight stitched with the 
. . . . . - ·. . . 

test thread on the side opposite the hem in order to distinguish these 

specimens from 'i:hose in Group C. 

5. All specimens were turned up 1-1/2-inches along the crosswise 

direction of the f abr.ic and steam pressed to form the hem • 

. Hanel. Sewn Helits 

1. A fine ball-point :n,eedle (number. nine) and 100 percent poly-

ester thread were used to pirepare the specimens in t}le two conven-

tional hettuning methods. 
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2. A 6-inch long, 1/4"."'inchwide cotton twill tape,.ink marked 

every 3/8"."'inch (1 cm.) and placed along the cut hem edge, helped to 

gauge the length of stitches. A single thread was used for all hand 

sewn hems. 

3. The 30 catch stitched specimens had stitches approximately 

3/8-inch (1 cm.) apart and 1/4-inch (.66 cm.) up from the hem's cut 

edge. 

4. The 30 blind stitched specimens had a running stitch appearing 

every 3/8-inch (1 cm.) on the hems, about 1/4-inch (.66 cm.) up from 

the hem's cut edge. 

Fused Hems 

1. All fusing was done at a room temperature of 78.8° F. 
0 

(26 c.). 

2. The ironing board was covered with a heavy, white cotton 

fabric. 

3. The fusible webs were cut in strips slightly less than 

5-inches long, and 1-inch wide. 

4. Placement of the fusible was 1/4-inch (.66 cm.) from the 

hem's cut edge. 

5. The 12-inch by 12-inch cotton pressing cloth was dampened 

with distilled water. 

6. The damp pressing cloth was placed over the hem to be fused. 

7. The steam iron, producing a steady flow of steam, was placed 

:with its full weight on the specimen, parallel to and setting on the 

hem's cut edge. 
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8. Fusing time was ~et.at 12 seconds, the time recommended by 

manufacturers of both fusibl.e brands, and was kept within a range of 

± L 5 seconds through the •use of a stop watch. 

9 •.. After 12 seconds, the steam iron was removed, and the specimen 

was laid on a flat surface to cool for at least 72 hours, allowing time 

for the bond to set. 

10. Before laundering, five specimens from each group' A, B, C, D, 

were randomly chosen to serve as the control sample. 

Prpcedure for Laundering Hem Samples 

The AATCC Test Method 124-1975, entitled Appearance of Durable 

Press Fabrics after Repeated Home Launderings, was used as a procedure 

guide, with some modifications. The Kenmore(R) washer was. programmed 

in the following way: (l)' water level, high; (2) cycle, delicate; 

(3) washing time, maximum; (4) wash temperature, warm; (5) rinse 

temperature, cold. The Maytag(R) dryer was set on normal dry. 

1. Test specimens were weighed and a dummy load of cotton terry 

cloth towels was added to the scale to acquire a reading of four 

pounds (1.8 kg.). 

2. One cup of detergent was placed in the washer. 

3. The washer was .allowed to fill to the high water level. 

4. The washer agitated the detergent and water for one minute .• 

5. Specimens and dummy load were added to the w.asher. 

6. The washer lid was closed so it could begin its normal wash 

cycle, and it operated for the maximum wash time. 
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7. Specimens .and dumy load we::i:e removed from the washer anti .. 

placed. into· the dryer~ 

8. After.'the spec:J.mens tumbled dry for· 20 minutes, they were 

removed·. from the ·dryer and snl.oothed on a flat table top. 

9. · Washer and· dryer . lint traps were cleaned before each wash 

load. 

10. Five specimens from. each of the four groups, A, B, C, D, were 

selected from the dryer after the first; fifth' 'tenth,· and twentieth. 

launderings to form 'the fc~ur . laundry . samples. All specimens were .. 
. , .. -·. . . .. 

labeled as follows: 

4a~ 4b, 4c, 4d, 4e 
2a, 2b, 2c; 2d, 2e 
Sa, Sb, Sc, 5d,-. Se 
la; lb, le; Id, le 
3a~· 3b, 3c, 3d; 3e 

. : ._ 

before laundering; control sample 
-- after the first laundering 
..... .-. after·the ~ifth launde):ing 
-"" after 'the tenth laundering . . 

after the twentieth laundering, 

Each specimen;was coded so that the. capital letter represented 

the hetmirlng method,• A, B, : C., or D; the number represented one of the 

five evaluation sessions; and, the small letter represented the specimen· 

number in that heintn;lng method. Thus, 20 hem specimens were used.for 

each of the five laundry evaluat~ons; there were a total o;f 100 speci~ 

mens in the study to be evaluated. Five extra specimens of each hemming 

method were prepared and ~ddedto the other 100 specimens s~ould some of· 

them became lost or destroyed during the study .• 

ptandard. for 'E:valu.ation pf Hem. Durability 
. . 

The evaluation instrtj.ment which.was developed consisted of three 

sets of standards representing graduated degrees o.f hem durability --

., .. : ,~-

.\ 
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one set for each of.the two conventionally hand sewn.hems and one set 

for the fused.hems.· Reliability was determined by having 20 junior and 

senior clothing majors rank the five specimens in each set in order of 

appearance of durability. 

The three standards in each set were rated from one to three indi-

eating the following hem durability: 

3: The hem has strong holding power. 

2: The hem is somewhat weak but needs no repair. The thread 
frayed, and the fused hem slightly separates under a light 
pull. 

1: The hem is very weak with little or no holding power and 
needs to be replaced. The thread is broken, and the fused 
hem completely separates under a light pull. 

Procedure of Test Sample Evaluation 

All test specimens were evaluated 24 hours or more after laun-

dering. The judges consisted of five clothing and textile majors 

familiar with similar types of evaluation procedures. During evalu-

ation of the test specimens, all judges were present since they were 

handling the specimens. Evaluations were done separately without 

consultation on individual rating sheets. The following conditions 

were held constant: 

1. The test specimens were grouped according to hemming method 

and number of launderings. 

2. Each judge inspected the specimens in a rotated manner, and 

was permitted to re-evaluate a specimen while that specimen's group 

was on the table. 
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3. Standards for evaluation of each hemming method were placed 

in the center of the evaluation table so as to be easily seen. 

4. Evaluation was conducted in a conditioned laboratory, with 

0 + 0 ) controlled lighting, temperature (70.5 F. - .5 F. , and humidity 

(72.5% ± 4.5%). 

Determination of Bond Strength 

For the purpose of this study, bond strength was defined as the 

amount of linear forc.e in pounds or kilograms needed to separate two 

bonded fabrics. In addition to the personal ratings of the judges, 

a mechanical reading was also believed necessary so that a comparison 

between the two methods of evaluating hem durability could be made to 

determine if there might be any interrelationship. A mechanical 

measurement on a tensile 

of the Instron Universal 

strength tester was secured through the use 
(R) 

Testing Instrument , Model Number TTDL. 

Depending on the model, the Instron can accurately measure from two 

grams up to 10,000 pounds (Operating Instructions for the Instron 

Universal Testing Instrument, 1964, pp. 1, 4). 

;Preparation of Instron Specimens 

1. The test fabric was cut into 120 specimens, each measuring 

13-inches in the lengthwise direction and 1-1/2-inches in the cross-

wise direction, with no specimen cut within 10 percent of the total 

width of the fabric from either selvage. 

(R) . Instron Universal Testing Instrument --Registered Trademark of 
Instron Corporation 
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2 •. All specimens were placed in a container and mixed thoroughly. 

3. Four groups of.30 specimens each were established .by.random 

selection and coded in the same manner as the evaluation.samples. 
\ 

4. Specimens in Group D were machine straight stitched on one of 

the lengthwise ends to distinguish these specimens from those.in Group 

c. 
5. The .specimens were folded in half, lengthwise, 

6. Specimens in Groups A and B were hand stitched 1-1/2-inches 

from the fold with the stitches gauged in the same manner as the 

evaluation specimens. 

7. One extertsfon of each.specimen in Group A was folded back and 
I 

pinned with a safety pin to expose the catch stitches. 

8. The fusible webs .were cut in strips slightly less than 1-1/2-

inches long, and 1-inch wide. 

9. Placement of the fusible on Group C and D specimens was 1/2-

inch from the fold~ 

10. The fus·ed hems were bonded in the same manner as the evaluation 

specimens. 

11. The Instron specimens were laundered with the evaluation speci-

mens and code labeled after removal fr()m the dryer in the same manner. 

Procedure·for Operating the Instron 

The Instron specimens were tested in the same order as the evalu-

ation specimens were presented to the judges~ The following procedure 

was used to pperate the Instron: 
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1. The crosshead speed was set to two inches per mi11.ute, and the 

chart speed was set to one inch per minute. · 

2. The CM load cell .(with a range of 0-1, 0-2, 0-5, 0-10, 0-50 

kilograms) was installed. 

3. The full scale load switch was set on five kilograms. 

4. The main power was switched on and the Instron was allowed to 

warm-up for 15 minutes. 

5. The graph paper was mounted. 

6. The pen marker wa.s centered on zero. 

7. The 2-inch grips were installed. 

8. The balance controls were readjusted to reset the pen to zero.· 

9. The gage length stop and the opposite limit stop were adjusted 

so the jaws would be two inches apart. 

10. The ends of the specimen were folded (so that the grips would 

not rupture the specimen yarns) and ·they were inserted into the grips, . 

with the hem centered between the grips. 

11. The upper grip was tightened first. 

12. The chart and pen buttons were turned up. 

13. The ''dowu" button on the crosshead control panel was pushed 

to set the lower grip in a downward motion. 

14. If the pen ran beyond the graph, the full scale load was 

switched to the 10 kg. pos1ition. 

15. When the hem completely separated, the "stop" button was 

pushed. 
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16. The chart and pen buttons were turned down to.stop.the chart 

movement and recording. 

17. The code number of the test specimen and the full scale 

position used were written beside its.graph recording. 

18. The chart was unlocked and advanced two inches to begin a new 

graph for the next specimen. 

19. The c.hart was then relocked. 

20. The "up" b.utton on the crosshead control panel was pushed to 

return the lower grip to its initial position of two inches from the 

upper grip. 

21. The first specimen was unclamped. 

22. The next specimen was mounted and secured tightly between the 

two grips. 

23. The chart and pen buttons were pushed up and the procedure 

was repeated from steps 12:to 22 for each specimen. 

24. When testing was completed theamplidyne and then the main 

power switches were turnedoff. 

· :Reading t:he Instron Chart 

As the chart moved iri a downward direction, the pen recorded the· 

hem strength in a horizontal manner on the chart. The chart was 

marked off into 10 blocks, each of which was divided irtto 10 equal 

parts. When using the full scale load of 5-kilograms, two blocks 

were equal to !-kilogram. When the full.scale load was set at 10..;. 

kilograms, each block represented 1--kilogram. The highest mark on 

each graph was recorded. 
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Analysis of Data 

The Two-Way Classification Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used 

in this study to determine if there were significant interactions 

between the hemming methods and the number of launderings. Significant 

F values indicated significant differences between both the hemming 

methods and the interaction of the hemming methods with specific numbers 

of laundering. Multiple comparison procedures .(Tukey, 1953) were used 

on the group means and the individual cell means of the four hemming 

methods to indicate which of the hemming methods were significantly 

different from each other. 



CHAPTER V 

Results, Discussion, and Conclusions 

The purpose of this study was to compare the holdi11g power of heins 

bonded with two brands of fusible webs with hems sewn with two methods 

of hand sewing. Data concerning the holding power of the four method.a 

of hemming were collected according to· the conditions and procedures 

described in Chapter IV. 

It was the main objective of this study to compare the holding 

power of thermally fused. heins with two conventional methods of thread 

sewn hems. Under this main objective, the following hypotheses were 

formulated in the null form: 

1. There is no difference in holding power between the two hand 

sewn methods of h.emming (the catch stitch and the blind stitch) after 

repeated launderings. 

2. There is no difference in bond strength between the two brands 

of fusible webs.after repeated launderings. 

3. There is no difference in holding power between the two hand 

sewn methods of hemming and the thermally fused hems. 

a. There is no d:lff erence in h()lding power between the 

catch stitch~dhEhms and the hems bonded with Fusible /IL 

b. There is no difference in holding power between the 

catch stitched hems and the hems bonded. with Fusible 112. 

42 
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\ 

c. There is no difference in holding power between the blind 

stitched hems and the hems fused with Fusible /IL 

d. There is no difference in holding power between the blind 

stitched heins and the hems fused with Fusible 112. 

Statistical.Analysis 

The Two-Way Classification Analysis of Variance· (ANOVA) was used 

to determine if. or where there might be a significant F value within 

or between the two variables (see Tables 1 and 2). The hemming method 

was the major independent variable. A significant F value of .001 was 

:found for both the Judges' Evaluations and the Instron Test. This 

indicated a statistically significant difference betw.een the hemming 

methods. 

The number of launderings was used as a blocking var.iable for 

control of variatiOri to indicate if there was any difference in heimning. 

methods across t]le' different numbers of launderings. The F value for·· 

the Judges' Evaluations was .063, and for the Instron Test~ .093. 

Neither of these two F values was significant at.the .05 level. 

An tnte:taction of the hemming methods ·and the number of launderings 

was investigated. The data indicated that. there· was a .difference ·in · 
I ' . 

strength of the he:nuning m¢thods when considered across the number of ' ·. 
. . .. •.' 

launderings they :,r¢cei.ved.: · A significant F value of .007 for both• 

the Judges' Evaluatibns and· the Instr~n 'test showed that. there was a> 

significant interaction. 
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TABLE 1 

ANOVA for Judges' Evaluations· 

Sum of Degrees of Mean 
Source Squares Freedom Square F P< 

Hemming Methods 1.719 3 .573 . 9 .156 .001 

Launderiqg .582 4 .145 2,323 .• 063 

Interaction of 
Method and 
Laundering 1.915 12 .160 2.549 .007 

Residual 5.008 80 .063 

Total 9.224 99 
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TABLE 2. 

ANOVA for Instron Test 

Sum of Degrees ()f Mean 
Source ~q4ares Freedom Square F P< 

Hemming Methods 34.601 3 11.534 23.548 .001 

Laundering 4.029 4 1.007 2.057 .093 

Interaction of 
Method and 
Laundering 15.000 12 . 1.250 2.552 .007 

Residual 39.184 80 .490 

Total 92.814 99 
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When the ANOVA showed that there was a significant dif :f erence in 

hemming.methods, .multiple comparison procedures· (Tukey, 1953) were 

used to determine which heimning method was s.ignificantly stro.nger than 

the other hemming methods. The Tukeywas· also applied to test for 

significant differences in strength of the hemming methods for speci~ic 

numbers of launderings. 

With 80 degrees of freedom, the alpha level of significance was 

set at .OS. The critical value of ..t for the· Tukey test was 1.99. 

When the observed valueo~ _t, which is a function of the difference 

between the two hemming values, was greater than the critical value 

(1. 99) a significant difference existed, indicating that· the hemming 

method with the higher tnean rating was the stronger. The hypothesis 

of no difference between these two hemming methods was then rejected. 

When the observed value was less than the critical value (1.99) there. 

was no significant difference between the two hemming methods, and 

the hypothesis of no difference was not rejected. 

Comparison of l!ennning Met)lods Using Multiple 
· Interactions of Group·Means 

Using their group means (see Tables 3 and 4), significant differ-

ences were found between all six hem method comparisons. ·The following 

hemmi~g methods are listed in decreasing order of strength for both the 

Judges' Evaluations and the Instron Test: 
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TABLE 3 

Comparison of Hemming Method Group Means 
for the Judges' Evaluations 

Hemming Method Number of Launderings: 
0 1 5 10 

Catch Stitch 2.76 3.00 2.92 2.92 

Blind Stitch 2.60 2.88 3.00 2.44 

Fusible Ill 2.92 2.92 2.88 2.92 

Fusible lf2 2.64 2.64 2.20 2.72 

Launder Means 2.73 2~86 2.75 2.75 

Group 
20 Means 

2.72 2.864 

2.52 2.688 

2.68 2.864 

2.56 2.552 

2.62 
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TABLE 4 

Comparison of Hemming Method Group Means for the 
Instron Test (n=kilograms) 

Hemming Method Number of Launderings: 
0 1 5 10 20. 

Catch Stitch 4.98 4.74 4.74 3.55 3.87 

Blind Stitch 5.18 5.02 5.07 4.09 5.11 

Fusible Ill 3.86 3.42 3.97 4.19 4.38 

Fusible 112 3.46 2.68 2.93 3.52 3.84 

Launder Means 4.370 3.965 4.177 3.837 4.300 

Group 
Means 

4.376 

4.894 

3.964 

3.286 
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L · .·catch stitch and : 
Fusible ill .· 

· .. 2.. blind stitch 

3. . . Fusible 112 

.49 

. . 

. Inst;ron: Test .· 
':.' 

1. . l>lind stitch 

2. catch stitch 

3. Fusible J1 •. · 

4. Fusible 112 

The equation· u~ed to :firid multiple comparis~ns ·9f the four methods.·· . . . i 

'of hemming for both the Judges' Evaluations a:~ci:the Instron Test was as 

•:follows:.·.· 

. t = x x l - 2 

V Mea~. Square Residual. (l/n + l/n) 

On the top lirie, x1 andX2 represent the gr.oup mearts of th.e two 
I . . 

hemlliing ineth.ods being comp1ared. · Under the square root sign, the n .· 
. . 

represents the total numbe;r pf hem specimens for each ·hemming method 

{25). The Mean Square Resid:uaJ tia~ • 063 for the . :Judges' . Evaluations·, . 
. .. 

and .49. for the instton test~. 
. ·. . 

.Table 5 shows.the significant differenees between the hemming 
I 

methods. The results of· the Ju1:lges' Evaluations were related to the 
. . 

results of the Instron Test with .each showing tha~hoth the catch 
. : . 

stitch and Fusible Jll were significantly stronger hemming methods ·than. 
'.,: 

Fus:i,ble 112. 

In both the Judges' Evaluatiorts and the Instron Test there were· 
. - . . . . 

~ignific~nt differences wh~n the blind stitch was compared· to ·both the · 

catch stitch and Fusible Iii. However, the judges tated.. both the catch· 
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TABLE 5 

Comparison of HetnmingM:ethqd !nteractionsof Group Means 
for the Judges' Evaluations and the Insti;-onTest 

Hemming Methods Judges' Evaluations 

Catch Stitch 
Blind Stitch 

Fusible /Fl 
Fusible lt2 

Catch Stitch · 
Fusible ff I 

.Catch Stitch 
Fusible /f 2 

Blind Stitch 
:Fusible ill 

' Blind Stitch 
Fusible 112 

*Significant at o(=. 05 

2.479* 

4.395* 

.• oo 

4.395* 

2.479* 

1.916 

Iristron Test 

2.616* 

3.424* 

2.081* 

5.505* 

4.697* 

8.122* 
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stitch and Fusible ill significantly higher than the blind stitchJ while 

the Instron.Test indicated that the blind stitch was significantly 

stronger than both the catch stitch and Fusible Ill. 

Although the judges rated the catch stitch and Eusible Ill. equal in 

holding power, the Instron Test showed that the catch stitch was sig'-

nificantly stronger. The Instron Test also indicated that theblind 

stitch was significantly stronger than Fusible 112. 

Comparison of Hemming Methods Using Multiple 
Interactions of InC!.iyidual Cell Means 

Tukey's equation was again used to compute multiple comparisons 

of the individual cell means for both the Judges' Evaluations and the 

Instron Test. The n was now equal to five, the number of specimens 

for a given method of hemming after a specified number of launderings. 

The results of this comparison will be discussed according to the 

number of launderings. 

Zero Launderingi; 

Referring to Tables 6 and 7, there was a significant difference 

between the blind stitch and Fusible Ill on both the Judges 1 Evaluations 

and the Instron Test. However, the judges indicated that Fusible Ill 

had better holding power, while the Instron showed that the blind stitch 

was the stronger. The Instron also recorded a significant difference 

for both the catch stitch and the blind stitch when compared to each of 

the two fusibles, with the hand sewn hems being stronger than each of 

the fusibles. 
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TABLE 6 

Comparison of Hennning Method Interactions of Individual 
Cell Means for the Judges' Evaluations 

Hemming Methods Number of Launderings: 
0 1 5 10 

Catch Stitch 
Blind Stitch 1.008 .756 .504 . 3. 024* 

Fusible ill 
Fusible 112 1.764 1.764 .4. 284* 1.260 

Catch Stitch 
Fusible 111 1.008 .504 .252 .000 

Catch Stitch 
Fusible 112 .756 2.268* 4.536* 1.260 

Blind Stitch 
Fusible Ill 2.016* .252 .756 3.024* 

Blind Stitch 
Fusible il2 .252 1.512 5.040* 1. 764 

*Significant at · o(=.05 

20 

1.260 

.756 

.252 

1.008 

1.008 

.252 
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TABLE 7 

Comparison of Hemming Method Interactions of Individual 
Cell Means for the Instron Test 

Hemming Methods Number of Launderings: 
0 1 5 10 

Catch Stitch 
Blind Stitch .452 .632 .745 1.220 

Fusible 111 
Fusible 112 .904 1.671 2.349* 1.513 

Catch Stitch 
Fusible /11 2.530* 2.982* 1. 739 1.446 

Catch Stitch 
Fusible 112 3. 433,i, 4.653* 4.088* .068 

Blind Stitch 
Fusible 111 2.982* 3.614,., 2.485* .226 . 

Blind Stitch 
Fusible #2 3. 885*. 5.290* 4.834* 1.287 

*Significant at a<='• 05 

20 

2.801* 

1.220 

1.152 

.068 

1.649 

2.869* 
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One Laundering 

The Judges' EvaluatiOps werei;elated to the.Instron test with 

each agreeing that the catch stitchhad significantly better.holding 

power than Fusible /12. The Instron also showed that both the catch 

stitch .and the blind stitch were significantly.stronger than Fusible ill, 

and, that the .blind stitch was also significantly stronger than Fusible 

/12. 

Five Launderings 

There was a close relationship in the data between the Judges' 

Evaluations and the Instron Test with each agreeing that the catch 

stitch, the blind stitch, and Fusible Ill were all three significantly 
I 

stronger than Fusible /12. The Instron also indicated that the blind 

stitch's holding power was significantly greater than Fusible Ill. 

Ten Launderings 

The Judges' Evaluations indicated that both the catch stitch and 

Fusible Ill had significantly greater holding power than the blind 

stitch. 

TWenty Launderings 

The Instron Test recorded that the blind stitch was significantly 

stronger than both the catch stitch and Fusible /12. 

Graphical Comparison of Hemming Method Strengths 

The comparison of hemming methods can be easily seeriin Figures 

1 and 2. The points plotted on the two graphs are the individual cell 

\ 
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means which appear in Tables.· 3 and 4.. First, some observations of· 

each heinfuing method will be discussed~ Thei1, some interesting points 

about each of the charts·will be listed and briefly discussed, 

Catch Stitched Hems 

The judges data indicated that the catch stitch .reached its peak 

strength after its first laundering and then declined in strength 

throughout the rest of the study. The Instron.Test showed a continued 

loss in strength, especially after 10 launderings, but then there was 

some gain in strength between the tenth and twentieth launderings. 

Blind Stitched Hems 

The judges indicated that the blind stitch increased in holding 
r< 

power until it reached its peak after five launderings and then fell 

to its weakest after 10 launderings. The Instron showed a decrease 

in hem strength after 10 launderings. Both the judges.and the Instron 

showed an increase in hem strength after 20 launderings. 

Fusible #1 Hems 

The Judges' Evaluations showed that Fusible Ill remained fairly 

constant in hem strength, only dipping slightly in strength after five 

launderings, but then became weaker'after 20 launderings. The Instron 

recorded a decrease in bond strength after one laundering, but increased 

steadily in strength for the rest of the study. 

Fusible ft 2 Hems 

The judges evaluated Fusible 112 as having its lowest strength. 
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after five lautic1erings, artd .its. ~ighest: stren$tn: after 10 lau:o.deri~gs,"' 

after whiCh it .ag~irt de.cli.ned' in f3treri~th. · Howe~er, the .Il,ist~on showed· · · 

a definite decline in bond str~ngt1:i aft~r the; first laundering~ but .• 

then had a coritinu~d gain.in strength for the rest of thestudy. 

·.Figure 1. ~ The<Judges' Evalua·tions · 
. . . • . . -· . . , . . , I . • 

·. ·.,·.· 

The following are some interesti.ng observations concerning 

Figurel: 

1. The catch stitch: aJ?.d Fusible Ill had very similar· r:atings, .· 

reaching peaks in strength after the'fir~~ la~~dering.and. then 

decreasing in strength with ·additiona{ l~underings. 
. . : . . . . . 
. These two hemming 

·methods ~receivecl. identical mean raUngi;; after .the tenth·. laundering. . 

2~ The blin~ stitch:received.~ating~ below the catch ·stitch 

except where it scored sl~ghtly higher after the.fifth. 1aunderiiJ.$• 

3. · Fusible 112 was rated slightly higher in hqlding power t.han · 

the blind stitch before laundering, and again: at. the tenth arid 

twentieth launderings. 

4 •. Being rated on a three-point scale, all four heinming methods 
' ' 

appeared to .'be in a range : between 2. 40 anci 3. 0, except wheil Fusible 112 

.had a sudden decrease in strength after five launderings .• 

·· Figure 2 ~ The • lp.st:ron T¢s.t 
' ' 

The following·are sOit).e interesting observations concerning 

·.·Figure 2 which shows the ~ctual hem strengths of the four hemming' 

methods: ,, ' 

1. The two hand sewn hemmi;ng m~thods had parallel results 
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tnroughout the study, with, the blind stitch beiJ:tg the stronger hein. 

The two brands of fusible :webs also had parallel results, with Fusible 

/11. producing the stronger ,hem. 

2. The two hand sewnheimning methods had a decrease in holding 

power from zero through 10 launderings, but then gained strength after. 

the twentieth laundering. Just the opposite was found forthe two 

fusibles. The fused hems lost bond strength after the first laundering, 

but continued to gain strength with each laundering. 

3. The hand sewn hems were stronger than the fused hems through-

out the study except after the tenth laundering. · At that time Fusible 

111 was recorded as the strongest of the four hemming methods. 

4. After 20 launderings, the blind stitched hems had a sharp 

increase in holding power, making this the strongest h~rnm.it1g method at 

this. point, followed by Fu.sible Ill, and with the catch stitched and 

Fusible 112 the weaker <;>f the four methods. 

5. Fusible 112 remained the weakest of the four hemming methods -

throughout the study, although ;i.ts bond s.trength ,was almost equal to 

the catch stitch after thetenthand twentieth launderings. 

Evaiuation of Hypotheses 

Hypothesis 1 stated that there is no difference in holding power 

between the two conventional methods of hemmingafter repeated laun-

derings. There was a significant difference between the catch stitch 
. ! - . -'- . 

and the blind stitch. However, the judges rated the catch stitch sig-: 

nificantly stronger, while the Instron showed that the blind stitch 
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was s.ig11ificant1y: stronger~ With/ the· discrep~ncy between the JU:dges' 

. Ev~luations and the.Instron: Test{hypothesi~ 1 was riot· rej:ected. •··. 
. . 

Hypothesis 2 $tated that there is. no difference .inborid strength 

between the two brands ·of fusible webs. after repeated l~underings. A 

.. ; ' 

significant diffeience was found between Fusible /JI. and Fusible 112,. · 

with both the Judges' Evafua~tions and the tnstrot1 Test showip.gthat 

·Fusible. //1 ~as. significantly strc;mger. Therefore, hypothes.±S 2 was 

rejected.· 
. - ·. . . . . .. .·: . 

Hypothesis.3 stated that the-reis no difference·in holding powe;r 
. . : . ; . . ' . . . "' . 

betW'ee!n th.e two coµventio11al ~~thods .6f hennnfo.g and tlie· the~ally fused· 

hems. This hypothesis wa~ qiyidet1 fo.to. four . sub,..,hypothes~~j each of. · 

which was tested fpt stat$stical significance. -. . .. . ,. . ·. 

. . . . . .. . . . . 
Hypothesis 3il staped ;that t.here is no difference. in bond. i;itrength 

between 'the catch ·e;~itched hems and the h_ems bonded .'W~th Fusible 111 • 
. ·.. . . . :· . :. . 

A,lthough the .J:~str~ri·showe!<i .. t:be" datch stitch. to -be: s:i;~~ificantly 

stronger than F:u~:Ll?le Iii, ;the···Judg~es' ·Ey.a.luati~ns. indicat~~ that these 
. . . . ·~ :, . . . , . . . 

two hemmirig nietli6di; were equ~l •:· : Therefore; hypo~hesiS·. 3a w~i's .not 

rejected •. ·· 

Hypothesis , 3b~ .stated '.t~i1t: there is no diffeience. :in holdi~g power 

between the catch 'stitched,l1ems and the hems . bortded w:ith Fusible 1/2 ~ ·· · 

. ·A signif:i:cant d];fference was found between the catch stitch :and Fue;i~l'e 
. ., .·,'·,, ·, 

-112; .with data from-both the Judges' Evaluations and the i'llstron. Test<. 
.·.·. ·:-

. sh(;)witig that t~e c~tch Stitch. was signi.ficaritl:Y. stronger.· than Fusible 

112 • .. Therefore, hypothes·:i.s 3b wa~. rejected. 

- '. ·\ .. ::-

.- ; '.·. 

...... 
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Hypothesis Jc stated., that theta is no. difference in. holdi:ng power·.· 

·. :betl-ieen ·the· blind stitchea hems and the' heins. fused with. :FuS,ible .t/l . . 
Th.ere was a significant Ciif ference bett.Tee~ the blind. stitch and Fusible.·•· 

Iii.· How~ver, the Judges' i Evaluations rated Fusible 111 s_:lgnif i~a~tly 

stronger, while theinstr~n showed that. the blind.stitch was signi~i...; 

cantlystronger~ With the discrepancy between the J~dges_i· Evaluatic;ms. · 

and the Instron Test, hyp~thesi~. 3c was not rejected. 

Hypothesis .3d stated that there is no difference in hdlding p~'at 
. . . . 

between the blind stitch and Fusible 112 .'. The Instron Test: showed. that 
. . 

· the blind stitch waer significantly stronger than Fusib.le 112. Alth()ugl:J. 
. . 

· · the Judges' ratings indica;t;ed that the. blind stitch had stronger ·.:' -'· 
,·_ . . .· - . 

holding power tha~ Fusible li2, the difference wa~ no:t· significant~ 
Thetefote,·hypothesis 3d was not rejected. .·· .. ,··, 

· Discussion. · 

The purpose of this research was to compare the holding power of • 

hems bonded with tw~ brands ~f fusible webs with -hems sewn by two 

methods_ c>f h.artd. s~wing (cat ell: .stitch and blind stitch)/ Before the ... ·. 
;·'·· 

.fusible webs can.gain _acceptance by the home sewer, they 111ust equal.< 
~·:· . :·• 

or e~cel traditiol:i~i methods of sewing in several. aspE!cts; o.ne of 

. whi~h is durability (A,pparel Manuf~~turip,g, 1971; p.· 30). ·. 
c._.· 

'.rw.6 types of evaluatiOrts were made. on the holding power of the 

four helilming methods• A subjective evaluation wa:s made· by h~.Jing five . ' . . .. 

judges .-rate each speciw,en w:it,h· OP,e of. the following nutnpers: 

'·! 

., ... : 
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3: the hem hasstroJ!lg holding power 

2: the hein is s9mewhat weaker, and the' thread i$ frayed 

1; the hem has little or no ht>lding power and needs to:. be ... 
·. replaced. 

The five judges each evaluated·lOO hem specimens, making a totai 

of.500 evaluations. Using the three-point rating scale;·it was inter.;.. 

es ting to no·te that only. one o.f the 500 evaluations was .a rating of 

0 1i•, which was given to Fusible 112. The other 499 evaluatii:>ns were · · 

either "3's" o:t "2'$''~ ·. This tends to suggest that even after 20 laun-

derings, all four hemming methods were acceptable and. had froin good to 

.exc~ll~nt holding·power. 

Afar more severe test, the lnstroi:J. UniversalTestingl:µstrumen:t(R). 

was used ti:> make an objective.evaluation of the actual hem strengths 

for each of the fOU".!'.' hemming methods. Although probab],y none of the · 
'' ' 

hemmirigmethods would receive this much consta~t strain at one time in 

actual wear, the Instron wa1;;,used as anothe:t means of comparing the·. 

different henifning mE~thods, and to study the effects of rep.eated laun-. 

ded .. rig on hem strengths. 

The'. hand sewn s!)ecimens; ~ere examined after. :completion of the., 
:- : . 

It was noted that the·. thread on 18 of the 30 catch 

stitched specimens had brokert~ ~nd th~t i9 of the 30 blind stitched 

specimens had brok~11 thread.. The thread did not bn~ak, for slightly ·• · 

under half of the specimens. in' each .. of these two heinining methods', which ' 
' ' ' 

showed that i,n those. instances it was the fabric filament ;arn that · .. 
: ·.', 
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broke C.aus~ng the' hem to separate.. This tends to indicate that the . 

100 percent polyester thread used in this study was strong. 

Referring tothe InstronTest of:hein strengths in Table 4, the 

following is a conversion of the group means from kilogram per 1-1/2'."' 

inch to kilograms per 1-inch: 

H:emmingMethod 

catch stitch 
blind stitch . 
Fusible /11 
Fusible 112 

Observed Values 
kg./1-1/2 in. 

4.376 
4.894 
3.964 
3.286 

Co1werted Values 
kg./in. lb.fin. 

2.917 
J.263' 
2.643 
.2 .191 

6.425 
7.187 
5.822 
.4.826 

·Several recommendatfonshave been made concerning the strength of a 

bond needed for satisfactory wash-and-wear properties (Cusick, 1971; · 

Jay, 1971; Schaaf, 1972). An adequate bond strength woul,d be in the 

rarige of L 625 + . 37 5 pounds (. 739 + .17 2 kg .fin.) , or from 1. 25 pounds 

to. 2.0 pounds per inch (.567 kg. to .911 kg./in.). Both fusible webs. 

had average bond strengths well above this range. 

When studying the comparison of h~mming methods in Figure 2, one 

would probably assume that all the hemming methods would decrea~e in 

strength with additional launderings. The two hand sewn methods con-

firmed this assumption, but an increase in strength was noted fro1ll the 

tenth to twentieth launder:tngs •. Since no explanation can be given as 

to why this happened, this would be an interesting research topic. The 

fus:lbles also confirmed thisassumptfonby losing bond strength after 

the first laundering. However, after the fifth laundering and on up 

through the 20 launderings, t.he fusibles had a continued increase ·in 
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bond strengths~· This might be due to.the heat of the dryerreinfor.cing 

the bond. It would be.interesting to see how fused hems whk.hhave 

been line dried compare.in bond strength to.thosewhich have been 

tumbled dried; or, even.compare bonded hems tumble dried at different 

heat settings. 

The home sewer must consider her money resources, her time, and 

her energy when she is sewing. The cost of the fus·ible web is about 

its only disadvantage.when compared to.the cost of thread.needed to 

hand.sew a hem. The fusible web is about 10 times more expensive to 

fuse a hem than the cost of. the thread needed to sew .a hem in a garment. 

It costs about 11.1 cents to fuse a 72-inch hem, Ylhile .it costs only . 

1.1 cent to hand sew .the same hem. 

For the inexperienced home sew:er, the fusible.web offers several 

· advantages over hand sewing her hems. The fusible web is easy to learn 

how to apply; the d-irections are simple and the resulting hem has no·· 

pick marks or thread showing on the fa,ce fabric •. A 72-inch hem would 

take about 15 minutes to.fuse, compared to 30 to 45 minutes needed to 

hand sew the hem. The fus.ible web .can also be used for qi.tick and 

permanent hemming repairs. Since the white fusible web melts and· 

disappears during the fusing process, there is no need to color-match 

it to.the fabric~ as is required when hand sewing a hem. In actual 

wear, the fused hem·Vlould ,probably have less chance of beiq.g·ripped 

out because the entire length of the h.em is attached. to the garment, 

compared to the hand sew ,hems· which are attached only every .3/8'."'"incl).. 
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The" importance of f ol,low~ng the inantifacturer 1 s ·. fusi:ng. directioni; 
. . -~ . 

. .. · .. . . . .·.. ; :· 

must be: emphasized. Then, the'hoine sewer should test the: fusible web 
. . . . - .. ·. 

on a scrap of fabric.whiChshe is sewing to ~val~ateits·appea:i:ance anci 

hand,- and to deterinine if she must change the fusing ti.tile.or t~mp~J;"ature 

of the iron. 

Pilot Study 

Almost. all fabrics available to the home sewer on the reta:il Iila.rket 

can be successfully hennned by hand with thread • This .study has shown· 
. ' ., .... . . " . . 

·that the fusibles form bonded hems wlifoh can:.su~cessfully~ithstand.20 

launderings. HolY'ever, this resear(!ll only studied the boI1d strength of 

the fusible webs on 100 percent polyester. double knit crepe. 

4,s a sW;tll piiot .study, the two brands 0£ fusible.webs wer~ used 

. t.o bortd a limited numbe-t. Of hems on the £o110wing twelve .fabrics: · 

Fiber Content 

100% acetate 
100% acrylic 

85% acrylic/15% ·polyester·.· 
50% polyester/SO% cotton 

100% cot tort. (corduroy') 
· 100% cotton (mus1ili) : . 
· · 100% cot t;on (terry . cloth) 
. l00%.nylon 
100% polyester 
100% rayon . 
100% wool (triashable) . . . . 

.· ·.,. . . . 

Fabric ConstructiQn · 

woven 
knitted back, pile .face 
knit 
woven 
woven 
woven 
wc:>ven · . 
kn:it · 

.woven 
woven_ 
woven· 

usi.ng the samepr~paration procedure as for the Judges' Evaluation 

·.{ .. · 

. ': .· .· . ,'·.. . . .·. . . . ·: .: . ·. 

specimens, ·these additional·specimens were only checked before laun-· 

dering, a,mi then after the twentieth l{lundering. These specimens were· 

not rated by the j.udges.;- h~wever, the same rati_ng scale was used. 
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Although only one tempe:tature setting was used while thehemswere 

fused~ all 12 fabrics formed fairly strong bonds whiCh remained rather 

constant throughout the 20 launderings. It was npted that some of the 

thicker fabrics formed weaker bonds, which might indicate a need for 

either a higher fusing temperature or a longer fusing time. 

Conclusions 

Interpretation of the data of this research led to the following 

conclusions: 

1. The first null hypothesis was not rejected due to the discrep-

ancy between the Judges' Evaluations and the Instron Test. A signifi-

cant difference was found between the two methods of hand sewing. 

However, the judges rated the catch stitch significantly stronger,. 

while the. Instron showed that the blind stitch was significantly 

stronger. 

2. The second null hypothesis was rejected when a significant 

difference was found between the two brands of fusible webs. Both the 

Judges' Evaluations and the Instron Test showed that Fusible Ill was 

significantly stronger than Fusible 112. 

The third null hypothesis was divided into four sub-hypotheses, 

each.of which was tested for statistical significance. 

3. Hypothesis 3a was not rejected. Although the Instron showed 

that the catch stitch was significantly stronger than Fusible ill, the 

Judges' Evaluations indicated that these two helllming methods were equal. 

4. Hypothesis 3b was rejected when a significant difference was 

found between the catch stitch and Fusible 112, with data from both the 
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Judges' Evaluations and the !nstronTestshowing that the catch stitch 

was significantly stronger than Fusible 112 .•. 

5. Hypothesis 3c was not.rejected due to the discrepancy between 

the Judges' Evaluations and the Instron.Test. There was a significant 

difference between the .blind stitch and Fusible fll. However, the 

Judges' Evaluations rated Fusible Ill significantly stronger, while the 

· Instron showed that the blind stitch was significantly stronger. 

6. Hypothesis 3d was not rejected. The Instron Test showed that 

·the blind stitch was significantly stronger than Fusible 112.. Although 

the judges' ratings indicated that the blind stitch had stronger holding 

power than Fusible ff2, the difference was not significant. 

This study showed that the hand sewn hems were stronger than the 

fused hems. However, the difference was not always significant. It 

can then be concluded that the fused hems in 100 percent polyester 

double knit crepe fabric perform well under normal home laundering 

conditions •.. 



· CHAPTER VI 

Sunnnary 

The object of this re.search was to compare the effects of repeated 

laundering on the bond strength of fused hems with hems which had been 

hand sewn. Before the fusible webs will be accepted by the home sewer, 

they must produce results equal to or better than conventional metl:iods 

of hand sewing hems·. 

It was the main objective of this study to compare the holding 

power of thermally fused hems with two conventional methods of thread 

sewn hems. Under this main objective, the following hypotheses were 

formulated in the null form: 

1. There is no difference in holding power between the two hand 

sewn methods of hemming (the catch stitch and the blind stitch) after 

repeated laund,e.rings. 

2. There is no difference in bond strength between the two brands 

of fusible webs after repeated launderings •. 

3. There is no difference in holding powet between the two hand 

sewn methods of hemming and the thermally fused hems. 

a. There is no difference in holding power between the catch 

stitched hems a.nd the hems bonded with Fusible Ill• 

b. There is no diffet:"ence in holding power between the catch 

stitched hems and the hems bonded with Fusible 412. 

68 
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c. There is no d,if:f;erence in holding power between the 

blind stitched hems ,and the hems fused with Fusible /IL 

d. There is no d;ifference in holding power between the 

blind stitch~d hems and the hems fused with Fusible /12. 

The review of literature in Chapter II indicated that a consid""' 

erable amount of research has been done on fusible interfacings. How-

ever, no research was found dealing with the durability of the fusible 

webs used in garment hems, which indicated a need for research in this 

area. 

A 100 percent polyester double knit wq.s chosen to be hemmed with 

the catch stitch, the blin:d stitch, and two brands of fusible webs. 

The laboratory procedure that was used for laundering the specimens 

followed the AATCC Test Method 124-:-1975, with some modifications. For 

the bonded hem specimens, the temperature and pressure of the steam 

iron were recorded; however, the fusing time. remained constant. 

The specimens were evaluated by two methods. The five judges 

provided a subjective evaluation by rating the hem strengths on a three-

point scale. An objective evaluation, based on actual hem strengths, 

was made through the use of the Instron Universal Testing Instrument(R). 

The Two-Way Classification Analysis .of Variance (ANOVA) was used 

to indicate significant interactions between the hemming methods and 

the number of launderings. Multiple comparison procedures (Tukey, 1953) 

were used on the m~:!.ans of the four hemming methods to indicate sigrtifi.-

cant differences in thei:i: interactions. 
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Major Findings 

Interpretation of the data of this research led· to the. following 

conclusions: 

1. The first null hypothesis was not rejected due to the dis-

crepancy between the Judges' Evaluations and the lnstron Test. A sig-

nificant difference was found between the two methods of hand .sewing. 

However, . the judges rated the cat.ch stitch significantly stronger, 

while the Instron showed that the blind stitch was significantly 

stronger. 

2. The second null hypothesis was rejected when a significant 

difference was found between the two brands of fusible webs. Both the 

Judges' Evaluations and the Instron Test showed that Fusible /fl was 

significantly stronger than Fusible 112 .• 

The third null hypothesis was divided into four sub-hypotheses, 

each of which was tested for statistical significance. 

3. Hypothesis 3a was not rejected. Although the Instron showed 

that the catch stitch was significantly stronger than Fusible Ill, the 

Judges' Evaluations indicated that these two henmtii:lg methods were 

equal. 

4. Hypothesis 3b was rejected when a significant difference was 

found between the catch stitch and Fusible /12, with data from both the 

Judges' Evaluations and the J:nstron Test showing that the catch stitch 

was significantly stronger than F.usible 112. 

5. Hypothesis 3c was not rejected due to the discrepancy be.tween 

the Judges' Evaluations and the Instron Test. Theire was a significant 
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difference between the blihd stitch and ]fo:sible>41i. However, the 

Judges' Evaluations rated ~usible Ill significantly stronger, while 

the Instron showed that the blind stitch was significantly stronger. 

6. Hypothesis 3d was not rejected~ The Instron Test showed that 

the blind stitch was significantly stronger than Fusible 112. Although 

the judges' ratings indicated that the blind stitch had stronger holding 

power than Fusible 112, the difference was not significant. 

This study showed that the hand sewn hems were st:ronger than the 

fused hems. However, the difference was not always significant. It 

can. then be concluded that the fused hems in 100 percent polyester 

double knit crepe :fabric perform well under normal. home laµndering 

conditions. 
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CHAPTER VII 

·Suggesti~n.s for Further Research 

Several possibilities for further r.esearch are recommended. 
' . ' ' ·.· . . 

. ·. . . ' 

· 1. ·· Extend the testing I>rocedures · to include fabrics of diff ererit 

fiber co~tent than those already t~sted _in this study •. 

2. Conduct an actual wear test on the fabri,c and fusibles used' > ·. 

in this study. 

3. Study: the eff eats o.f various· iron temperature settings on the· 

bond strength of the fused hems. 

4. ·. Compare the bond strength, of fused hems which· are line dried 
·.· -. ·: .· _' · ... _.· ·:· .. ···.-: ·-.·. 

with those which are tumble dried at vari0ustempetature settings~ 

5 •. Study the effect of dry cle~ning on .the four hemming methods 

used in this study. 

6. Test the ¢ffectiveness of the fusibl~ webs:in other areas of 

the garment. 

7. .Test all .available fusib~e: webs on the retail market to 

establish.their perfornia,nee standards. 

8. Test the effectivene.ss o-f f usibl¢ webs on cutvecihems. 
·.1_ ·. . . .,_ 

,. 

9. Test the effectiveness of 
.. 

ftisible webs on diffetent'.hem .. 

widths. 

· 10. Evaluate the appe13.rance of fused hems for ae~thetic appeal~• 

72 
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· FIRST EVALUATION SESSION 

Circle the number under the rating column which you consider best 

describes the holding power of; each specimen, using the following 

criterion: 

3: The hem has strong holding power. 

2: The hem is somewhat weak but needs no repair. The thread 
is frayed, and the fused hem slightly separates under a 
light pull. 

1: The hem is very weak with little or no holding power and 
needs to be replaced. The thread is broken, and the fused 
hem completely separates under a light pull, 

Specimen Number Rating 

Ala 1 2 3 
Alb 1 2 3 
ale 1 2 3 
Ald 1 2 3 
Ale 1 2 3 

Cla. 1 2 3 
Clb 1 2 3 
Cle 1 2 3 
Cld 1 2 3 
Cle 1 2 .3 

Bla 1 2 3 
Blb 1 2 3 

. Blc L 2 3 
Bld 1 2 3 
Ble 1 2 3 

Dla 1 2 3 
Dlb 1 2 3 
Dlc 1 2 3 
Dld 1 2 3 
Dle 1 2 3 
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SECOND EVALUATION SESSION 

circle the <ntttnber under the rating column which yoµ consi.der· b~st- - . 
; ' 

describes the holding pow~r of each specimen, using the follciwing 
. . . . 

criterion: · 

· 3 ( · The hem lfas strong holding power. 
' ' ' 

2: The. hem is somewhat weak but needs no repair~ The thread · 
is frayed, amf the ,fused hem slightly . separates under a 
light pull. · · 

. U The hetn iS very weak with little or no holding 'power and : 
. needs to .. be replaced. The "thread is -broken-, and- the fused 
hem· dompletely separates under a 1ight>pu:l1. 

·· .. ' .'. , 

·Specim~nN~inber-

C2a 
C2b-
_C2c · 
C2d 
C2e 

_ D2a 
D2b 
D4c 
D2d 
D2e 

A2a 
A2b· 
A2c 
A2d 
A2e 

B2a 
B2b· 

.. B2c .. 
B2d. 
:B2.e 

Rating 

1 2 3.' 
·- -1- 2 3 

1 2 ', 3 
1.' 2 - 3 -

' i .2 3 

1 2 - 3' 
1 '2 3 ' -
l 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3-

1 2 3 
1 

: 
2 3" 

1 2 3 
1 

", 

2 3 
1. 2 3: 

1 2 3 
1 2 3 
l 2_ 3 
l 2 3 
l 2 3 

- - -<. : 

' -~ 

· .. , .-. 

... , .. ,· .. 

_;,· 

,· ,., 
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THIRD EVALUATION SESSION 

Circle the number under the rating column which you consider best 

describes the holding power 0£ each specimen, using the following 

criterion: 

3: The hem has strong holding power. 

2: The·hem is somewhat weak but needs no repair. The thread 
is frayed, and the fused hem slightly ·separates under a 
light pull. 

1: The hem is very weak with little or no holding power and 
needs to be replaced. The thread is broken, and the fused 
hem completely separates with a light pull. 

Specimen Number Rating 

B3a 1 2 3 
B3b 1 2 3 
B3c 1 2 3 
B3d 1 2 3 
B3e 1 2 3 

A3a 1 2 3 
A3b 1 2 3 
A3c 1 2 3 
A3d 1 2 3 
A3e 1 2 3 

D3a 1 2 3 
D3b 1 2 3 
D3c 1 2 3 
D3d ·l 2 3 
D3e 1 2 3 

C3a 1 2 3 
C3b 1 2 3 
C3c 1 2 3 
C3d 1 2 3 
C3e 1 2 .3 
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FOURTH EVALUATION SESSION 

Circle the number under· the rating column which you consider best 

describes the holding power of each specimen, using the following 

criterion: 

3: The hem has strong holding power. 

2: The hem is somewhat weak but needs no repair. The thread 
is frayed, and the fused hem slightly- separates under a 
light pull. 

1: The hem is very weak with little or no holding power and 
needs to be replaced. The thread is broken, and the fused 
hem completely separates with a light pull. 

Specimen Number Rating 

D4a 1 2 3 
D4b l' 2 3 
D4c 1 2 3 
D4d 1 2 3 
D4e 1 2 3 

C4a 1 2 3 
C4b 1 2 3 
C4c 1 2 3 
C4d 1 2 3 
C4e 1 2 3 

B4a 1 2 3. 
B4b 1 2 .3 
B4c 1 2 3 
B4d 1 2 .3 
B4e 1 2 3 

A4a 1 2 3 
A4b 1 2 3 
A4c 1 2 3 
A4d 1 2 3 
A4e 1 2 3 
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FIFTHEVALUATION SESSION 

Circle the number under the rating column whiCh you consider bests 

describes the holding power of each specimen, using the following 

criterion: 

3: The hem has strong holding power. 

2: The hem is somewhat weak but needs no repair. The thread 
is frayed, and th,e fused hem slightly· separates under a 
light pull. 

1: The hem is very weak with little or no holding power and 
needs to be replaced. The thread is broken, and the fused 
hem completely separates with a light pull. 

Specimen Number Rating 

AS a 1 2 .3 
A5b 1 2 3 
A5c 1 2 3 
A5d 1 2 .3 
A5e 1 2 3 

BS a 1 2 3 
B5b 1 2 3 
B5c 1 2 3 
BSd 1 2 3 
BSe 1 2 3 

CS a 1 2 3 
C5b 1 2 3 
C5c 1 2 3 
csd 1 2 3 
C5e 1 2 3 

D5a 1 2 3 
D5b 1 2 3 
DSc 1 2 .3 
D5d 1 2 3 
D5e 1 2 3 
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COMPARISON OF. TWOruSI:SLE WEBS WITH TWO -HAND·S~WN ~THODS ·· 
OF HEMMING 100 PERCENT DOUBLE J.<NI';t 'POLYJiS'J:ER .. · · 

by 

Carolyn. Kay Potts 

. (ABSTRACT) 

''rhe purpose of this resea~ch was .to compare the ~ffecta of 

repeated laundering on_ the bond strength. o:f fused hems ~ith hems 

which had been hand sewn. One hundred specimen~, henuned wft_h two 

tnethods of hand sewing (the catch stitch: and the blind stitch) -an4 _< •. 

with two brands of fusible webs, were ~ubjectively ev_aluated fen: , 

holding power by five judges. Another lOO specinieris, hem'mced with . 

·: ,._• 

,:_'-;·. 

.. ~~-· : 

.... · .. 

.·· -. · .. 

·· .. 
_,the same meth04s; we:t;~. te.sted. objec·tiV~ly .C!n :tq.:e·. Inst1:o.-~-~- :·. Ai1· ~.speci-. ···:~·· . 

: . ' ': ., . ..~- . '." .... 

. mens were evaluated after· zero, one, five; 10 and 2.0 'la~n4erings~ · 
,·.·.. .· . 

. Statistical analys:f,s -wa.s done through the use of ~he T~o"-Way Glassi-
. . . 

fic~tion Analysis of Variance and multiple comparison proc.edures . ... 

(TU:key, 1953). 

Major findil1gs '_of this research included: 
·: ·' ·· . 

. 1. There was a significant diffe.rencebet:Ween the catch stitc~l;!d 

and ~he blind stitclled he~s. H6wever~- th~ judge$. rated th.e cat.ch 

sd.tched hems stronge~; wl;iile tire J:ni;tron showed. that thi! blind stitched· 

henii; were stronger-. 

2. Fusible /Fl had a i;ignificaritly h'igher. bond s_ttength than 

:Fusible 112. 



3. The Instronshowed that the catch stitch was significantly 

stronger than Fusible #1, while the judges indicated that these two 

hemming methods were equal. 

4. The catch stitch was significantly stronger than Fusible #2. 

S. There was a significant difference between the blind stitch 

and Fusible #L However, the Judges' Evaluations rated Fusible #1 

significantly stronger, while the Instron showed that theblind stitch 

was significantly stronger. 

6. Although the Instron Test showed that the blind stitch was 

significantly stronger than Fusible #2, this difference·was not 

significant in the judges' ratings. 
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